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In two recent papers(1) ([12] and [13], the latter hereafter referred to as

(C)), W. H. Mills and the author have developed a structure theory for cer-

tain Lie algebras over arbitrary fields of characteristic different from 2 and 3.

This class of algebras is defined by axioms in (C), and its members will be

referred to as Lie algebras of classical type. They are closely related to semi-

simple Lie algebras over algebraically closed fields of characteristic zero, not

only in that such algebras are of classical type, but also in that nearly every

Lie algebra of classical type may be obtained from such an algebra of char-

acteristic zero by reducing its integral structure constants modulo a prime

and performing a suitable extension of the prime field [2; 3; 4; 15].

There are several reasons for seeking information about the automor-

phisms of these Lie algebras. In case the base field § is finite, recent investiga-

tions by Chevalley [2] have revealed new simple finite groups closely related

to the automorphism groups of the "exceptional" simple Lie algebras of

classical type over jj. It would be of interest to obtain more precise informa-

tion as to the relations between these groups. If one is to make an analysis

of all normal simple Lie algebras over arbitrary fields of characteristic differ-

ent from 2 or 3 which become simple Lie algebras of classical type when one

passes to the algebraic closure (e.g., normal simple algebras with nondegener-

ate Killing forms), the techniques used in the past require a knowledge of

the automorphisms in the algebraically closed case [9; 10; 11; 17]. Since the

groups which occur as automorphism groups include several of the classical

groups our viewpoint represents an alternate, if perhaps devious, method for

getting information about the classical groups. In the case of the automorph-

ism groups of the exceptional algebras, the scarcity of knowledge on these

linear groups lends interest to any pertinent results. It is proposed to discuss

the meaning of our results for the various linear groups in a later paper.

The techniques utilized are basically of two kinds. First, the analogy of

simple Lie algebras of classical type with simple Lie algebras over algebrai-

cally closed fields of characteristic zero is refined so as to verify a number of

results on roots and the Weyl group in the general case. This procedure,

which is carried out in II, was developed for Lie algebras with nondegenerate

Killing forms by Curtis [3; 4], and our techniques are basically the same
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as his. Secondly, in III and IV the transcendental techniques of Gantmacher

with exponentials [7 ] are replaced by the use of iterated exponentials which

are defined over all fields of characteristic different from 2 and 3. These map-

pings have been discussed from a somewhat different viewpoint by Chevalley

[2]. Considerable similarity with his techniques will be noted. The resultson

the situation of the group of invariant [15] automorphisms in the full auto-

morphism group in the algebraically closed case are stated in V.

I. Automorphisms and standard Cartan subalgebras. Let 8 be a Lie

algebra of classical type, in the sense of (C). Let a he an automorphism of

8 and § an abelian Cartan subalgebra relative to which (iii)-(v) of (C) are

satisfied (such a Cartan subalgebra will in the sequel be called a standard

Cartan subalgebra). Then Sqv is again an abelian Cartan subalgebra of 8,

and if % = !q+Y<>%<' IS tne Cartan decomposition relative to §, we have

2 = §o-+ Y« ^«ff' agam a vector space direct sum. Moreover, if ea£8a, then

[eao, ha] = [eah]a = a(h)eao- for all hE&; that is, 8a<r is a root-space relative to

fea, and the corresponding root is a": a"(ho-) =a(h). Thus 8 = £xr+ Y« %"a 1S

the Cartan decomposition of 8 relative to §o\ Also [%a<r, ?_ao-]= [?„, 8-«Jo-

is one-dimensional, and if a" is a nonzero root relative to fea and /8G(€)crJ*i

then B—Y> where yE&* and B(hcr)=y(h) for all hE&- Since 7—>7" isevi-

dently a linear mapping of §* onto (§ff) *, we see that if all the forms B+ma"

= (y+ma)" (m an integer) were roots relative to £><r, then all the forms 7+ma

would be roots relative to §, contrary to (v). Thus (iii)-(v) of (C) are satis-

fied by 8 relative to &a; §<r is a standard Cartan subalgebra.

Now 8 = 81© • ■ • ®88, where the 8,- are nonabelian simple ideals satisfy-

ing the same axioms as 8 does ((C), Theorem 4). Then it is well known that

each 8i0" is an 8>, i.e., <r permutes the 8,-. Of course, 8*0-= 8y is only possible if

8, and 8; are isomorphic simple algebras. If we collect all the isomorphic 8,-

in the decomposition 8 = 81© • • • ©8» into blocks, then a effects a permuta-

tion in each block. We cannot hope to achieve this permutation through

operations generated by the Lie product in the algebra, since these will al-

ways map each 8* into itself. However, after performing one of the finite set

of all possible permutations of the 8,- in each block, we can replace ar by an

automorphism which maps each 8,- into itself. In this sense the problem of

describing all automorphisms of 8 is reduced to the case where 8 is simple.

We therefore assume 8 is simple, we let § be as above, and we let ai, • • • ,

ar be a fundamental system of roots relative to §. That is, ai, ■ • • , ar span

§*, a, —«j is not a root if i^j, and the rXr matrix (Ai}) of rational integers

((C), (xiv) and §7) is nonsingular; moreover, (Aij) is indecomposable: for

every is*j, there [are indices io = i, *i, ii, • ■ ■ , ik~j such that A{,,^7*0,

O^v^k— 1. Finally, there is a unique root/3 relative to § such that no/3 —a,

is a root, l=i^r ((C), §10). Since the roots relative to §<r span ($0-)*

and since a—>a° is linear from §* onto (§<r)* and maps the set of roots rela-

tive to .£) onto that relative to £><r, it follows that a", • • • , a' span (£><x)*.
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If a\—a] were a root for some ij^j, then so would be (a' —a")' = ai — aj, a

contradiction. The integer An = Aai,aj is determined by the conditions that

Au = 2, and if i^j, —Aa = m — 1, where m is the first non-negative integer

such that ai+maj is not a root. Now Aa°.,a''.=2 by definition, and — Aa",a".

= t—l, where t is the first non-negative integer such that a"+ta" is not a

root. But ai+maj is a root if and only if (ai + ma/)<j = a\+ma] is a root rela-

tive to §<r. Thus m = t and -4a*,0° = vF;, so that (A a'.a') is nonsingular and

indecomposable. Finally, j3" is the unique minimal root relative to a\, ■ ■ ■ , a°r,

in the sense in which /3 is the unique minimal root relative to «i, • • • , ar.

Therefore a\, • • • , a", constitute a fundamental system of roots relative to

$(r, and (Aa'ia') = (Aii).

If ea^0 is a root-vector (a^O) relative to some standard Cartan sub-

algebra § of 8, then ad(e„): x—>[xea] is a derivation D of 8, and D4 = 0

(see [15]). Since the characteristic of 5 is not 2 or 3, 4 =exp (XP) is defined

by the exponential power series for each XGS, and A is an automorphism of

2. For p = 5 and ? of type G2, a special treatment is required to show that A

is an automorphism; in all cases other than G2, Ds = 0 and no special argument

is required. The group of automorphisms generated by all these exp(X ad (ea)),

where X runs through % and where ea runs through a set of nonzero root-vec-

tors belonging to all nonzero roots relative to all standard Cartan subalgebras

^ of ?, will be called the group of invariant automorphisms of 2, and will be

denoted by 3. In [15] we have shown that if % is algebraically closed, and if

^>i and f>2 are any two standard Cartan subalgebras of 2, then there is an

invariant automorphism A such that $QiA — !g2. In particular, if § is a stand-

ard Cartan subalgebra and cr is an automorphism of 2, then !qo- = !qA tor

some invariant automorphism A, and §crJ4_1 = §. Thus, in the algebraically

closed case, the use of invariant automorphisms reduces the study of auto-

morphisms to the investigation of those automorphisms which map a certain

standard Cartan subalgebra onto itself.

Let us summarize the results of this section.

Theorem 1. Let 2 be a simple Lie algebra of classical type, § a standard

Cartan subalgebra of 2, and ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar a fundamental system of roots relative

to §. Let cr be an automorphism of 2. Then $Qcr is a standard Cartan subalgebra

of 2, and if a" is defined by a'(ho) =a(h) for each «G§*, then a" is a root rela-

tive to §o- if and only if a is a root relative to §. The mapping a—*a° is a linear

isomorphism of £>* onto (§<r)*, and a[, ■ ■ ■ , a" form a fundamental system of

roots relative to §cr with Aa",a=Aai,ajfor all i,j. If the base field is algebraically

closed, there is an invariant automorphism A of 2 such that $£o~ = QA.

II. Fundamental systems and the Weyl group. Let 2, §, and au ■ ■ ■ , ar

be as in Theorem 1. For each i, l^i^r, let hi be that unique element of

[?-«,, 2ai] such that «,(/**) = 2 ( = 2 1, where 1 is the unity of g). That such

a choice is possible and unique follows from (iv) and (xi) of (C). We define
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a linear transformation Sai = Si of §* by 4>Si = 4>— 4>(h/)ai, 4>E&*. Evidently

S^ = I, the identity transformation. If a is any root, then

(1) aSi = a — a(hi) ai = a — Aa,iai = a — Aa,iai,

where n is the residue class, in the prime field of ft, of the rational integer n.

This equation follows from (xiv) of (C). But a — Aaiiat is a root, by the

definition of Aayi = Aa,ai in (xiv) of (C); therefore each Si permutes the roots

relative to §. Since the roots span £>*, each 5, is completely determined by

its effect on the roots alone. Thus the group SB generated by the 5,- may be

regarded as a subgroup of the group of all permutations of the set of roots

relative to §, and so SB is a finite group. As in Theorem 16.1 of [16], we

could show directly that SB is independent of the chosen fundamental system

«i, • • • , ar. However, this result will be a corollary of the result in [16] after

we have proved Lemma 5 below. Meanwhile we shall anticipate this inde-

pendence by referring to SB simply as the Weyl group of 8 relative to §.

Next we shall establish for Lie algebras of classical type a certain one-to-

one correspondence between the elements of the Weyl group and funda-

mental systems of roots relative to §. Following an idea developed by Curtis

(Proposition 5 of [4]) for algebras with nondegenerate Killing forms, we

shall achieve this objective by setting up an "isomorphism" between the sets

of roots of two simple Lie algebras of classical type, perhaps over base fields

of different characteristics, provided these two Lie algebras have the same

matrix (A {j) for certain fundamental systems. There is also associated with

this identification an isomorphism of the respective Weyl groups as trans-

formation groups acting on the roots. The desired results for 8 arc then im-

mediate from the corresponding ones for simple algebras over algebraically

closed fields of characteristic zero.

Again let 8 be a simple Lie algebra of classical type, § a standard Cartan

subalgebra, ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar a fundamental system of roots relative to §. Then

there is a unique minimal root 5 relative to an, • • • , ar, in the sense of I, and

if B is any root, there is a sequence 8, B—aiv /? — a,-, — a,-,, • • • , B— a,,— • • •

—otik=8 of roots, l^ij = r (0 is here regarded as a root). The non-negative

rational integer k = N(B) is uniquely determined by B, and the integer L(8)

= N(B)—N(0) is called the level of 8- (These and the following are the results

of §11 of (C)). The function L has the properties:

(a) L(B)=0 if and only if.0 = 0.
(b) L(B) = 1 if and only if /3 = a» f°r some i; L(B)=—i if and only if

8 = —ai for some i.

(c) If L(8) >0, then 8 —at is a root for some i; if L(8) <0, then /3+a,- is a

root for some i.

(d) If a, 8, and a+8 are roots, then L(a+B)=L(a) +L(B).

(e) L(-B) = -L(B) for all roots 0.

We shall also need:
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(f) The matrix (^4,-y) is nonsingular (§§10 and 8 of (C)) and:

(g) If a, B, y, • ■ • , p, fare roots relative to §, and if a+8,a+B+y, • • • ,

a+B + ■ ■ ■ +p are roots, then if f^O, Aa+p+--■+?,( = Aa,{ + • • • +A„,{

(Lemma 3 of (C), Lemmas D and L of [12]).

Lemma 1. Every root 8 with L(j3)>0 is a term of a chain a,-,, atl+«,-,,, • • • ,

«i,+a,-2+ • • • +ait = 8 (l^ij^r) where all terms are roots. The number t(P, i)

of times which a,- occurs in the sum atl+ • • • +«,-, is uniquely determined

by 8. Moreover, B is not a term of any chain of roots of the form —aiv — a,-,

—a,„ • • • , —ail— • ■ ■ — a,„ = /3, l^t/Ssr.

Proof. The existence of such a chain is readily proved by induction on

L(j3). If L(/3) = 1, then B = at for some i, and we have the result. If L(j8) > 1,

then by (c) and (d), 8 — ai = y is a root of level L(j3) — 1>0 for some a,-. We

may assume the existence of a chain of roots atv a^+a,-.,, • • • , «*,+ • • •

+c<i, — y. Thus we have the chain of roots a,-1? a,1+aj2, • • • , «,-,+ • • • +a,-,,

«m+ • • • +a,-,+Q!,- = /3.

If in a second such chain, we have B = a,l + ■ • • +ay4, where each at

occurs t'(8, i) times, then by (g) above, we have

(2) Afi,aj = Z t(P, i)Aa = Z *'(p\ i)Aa, l^j^r.
t-i «—i

By (f), it follows that t'(B, i)=t(B, i), l^tgr.

P'rom (b) and (d), LiB)=s. If B= —ail— • • • —aia is also a term of a

"negative" chain, then from (b) and (d), i(j3) = —u, a contradiction. Hence

Lemma 1 is proved.

Since —B is a root if and only if B is a root, it follows by (e) and Lemma 1

that if L(/3) <0, then there is a chain — ct{v —atl —a,-2, ■ • ■ , —a^— • • •

— ait = B of roots, where the number of times —ai occurs is unique and is

t( — B, i), and that 8 is not a member of any "positive" chain. In this case, we

set tiB, i) = — /( — B, i)^0, lSi^r. Then for every root B, there is a uniquely

determined expression B= Zi-i K(3, i)oa, where the tiB, i) satisfy the above

conditions. We call this representation the canonical representation of B in

terms of the fundamental system ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar.

Lemma 2. The set of all r-tuples of natural numbers (i(j3, 1), • • • , tiB, r)),

formed for all roots 8, depends only on the matrix iAij), and is independent of

the base field.

Proof. Let 3JJ be a second simple Lie algebra of classical type relative to

a standard Cartan subalgebra $ over a base field @ (of characteristic differ-

ent from 2, 3) and let a{, ■ ■ • , a'r be a fundamental system of roots relative

to S such that .4,,'^. = .4<,,,„,• for all i, j. Let B be a root of 2 relative to £>, 8

= Z< '(Pi J)a« its canonical representation. By symmetry it is enough to

show that there is a root B' of 5DJ relative to 5? with the canonical representa-
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tion 8' = Yi KB, *)««• Moreover, it is enough to treat only the case L(B)>0

(by the remarks immediately preceding this lemma).

Again we proceed by induction on L(B). If L(8) = 1, then /3 = «i for some

*", KB, j) = 8,y, and a/ = Yi KB, j)otj is the canonical representation of the

root a/ of 99?. Now let L(/3)>1, and assume the result for all roots of 8 of

positive level less than L(B). By (C), 0—a, is a root for some a{, and (3^at-

since L(B) > 1. Let m he the smallest positive integer such that 0— (w + l)a,

is not a root of 8. Then l^m^3, the second inequality by the fact that

8, 8~ai> B — 2ait 8~3a,-, 8~4a.- cannot all be roots ((v) and (xvii) of (C)).

Now L(8-mai)=L(B)-m<L(B), and L(fi-mat)>Q since if Z,(j3-»wa,) gO,

then either L(B-2a{)=0 or Z,(/3-3a,) =0, and /3 = 2a,- or /? = 3a,-. By (xvi) of

(C), neither of these can be the case, and L(B — ma/)>0. If a = 8~mai, we

have t(a,j)=t(8,j)—mSij, since ii atv ■ ■ ■ ,«,•,+ ■ • - +ain — a is a chain for

a, the chain aiv ■ ■ ■ , a{l+ ■ ■ ■ +«,„, «,!+••• +at„+«i, • • • , a^+ ■ • ■

+ain+mat = 8 contains all ay for jy^i precisely t(a, j) times and contains a,-

exactly t(a, i) +m times. By assumption, there is a root a' of 9W with canoni-

cal representation a' = Yi Ka, j)a! • But then by (g) we have

(3) A«>,ai> = YK«,j)Adj,ai = £ l(a,j)Aji = Aa,ai £ — *».

Thus a', a'+a,', • • • , a'+ma,' =/3' are roots of 9J?, and <(/?', j)=t(a', j)

= t(a,j)=t(8,j) Hj^i, t(8', i)=t(a', i)+m = t(a, i)+m = t(8, i). Thus 8' has
the canonical representation /3' = Yi KB, j)&!, and Lemma 2 is proved by

induction. (It will be noted that Lemma 2 is essentially proved in [14] by

explicit computation of the roots.)

Lemma 3. Let 8 and W be simple Lie algebras of classical type over fields

ft, (§, respectively, with standard Cartan subalgebras i£>, ® respectively. Let

«i, - • • , aT be a fundamental system of roots for 8 relative to !q, a{, ■ ■ • , a'r a

fundamental system of roots for W relative to $, and suppose that Aai,aj = Aa'i,a'j

= An, l=i, j^r. Then there is a 1-1 mapping /3—>/3' of the set of roots of 8

relative to § onto the set of roots of 93? relative to $ such that:

(1) ai-^ai, l£igr;

(2) if8->8',then(-B)->-8';
(3) if a, B, and a+8 are roots, then (a+8)'— a'+8''; if a and 8 are roots,

and if a'+8' is a root, then (a+8)' =a'+8'\

(4) Aa,e = Aa'„9' for all a, 8;

(5) (8Si)'=8'Sa. for all roots 8 and all i, 1 gigr.

Proof. Let 0 be a root of 8 relative to £, B= YiKB, i)af its canonical

representation. We have seen in Lemma 2 that j8—»£' = Yi KB, i)a'i defines a

1-1 mapping of the set of roots of 8 relative to § onto the set of roots of M

relative to $. Moreover, 8'= Y<KB, *)«.' is the canonical representation of

8' relative to a(, ■ ■ ■ , a/, and a;—>«/, l^i^r. Since —B= YK~B, *)«<

^YK-B, i)ot'i - - YKB, i)al = -8', (2) is satisfied. If a, 8, and a+B = y
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are roots of 2, let y= Z'(7> i)ai De the canonical representation of y. Then

y'= Z'(T. i)ai   is the canonical representation of a root of W, as are a'

— Z*(a> i)ai anci 0' = Z^(ft *)a/. Since 7=a+ft we see by (g) that

(4)        Ay,aj = Z Ky, i)Atj = Aa,aj + A„,aj = Z ('(«»*) + (ft *)M</,
i i

l^j = r. Hence t(y, i)=t(a, i)+t(B, i), l=* = r, by (f), and a'+ft=7'

= ia+8)'. A completely analogous argument establishes the converse part of

(3).
The result (4) follows from (3): if a — qB, ■ ■ ■ ,a — B,a,a+8, ■ ■ ■ ,a + mB

are roots, and a — iq + l)8 and a + im + l)B are not roots, where m and gare

non-negative integers, the corresponding assertion holds for the sequence

a' — qB', ■ • • , a'—ft, a', a'+B', • • • , a'+mB'. Thus Aa,$ = q — m=Aa>,0>.

Finally, BSi = B — A^,aiai is a root; it will be enough to prove (5) in case

L(B)>0. First let B = a(; thenftS,= -a,-and (ftS,)'= -a/ =a<Sa. =8'Sa.. If

B^ai, let Apiai^0; then Z,(ftS;)>0 since B is not a multiple of af. Now

ftSf, ftSj+a,-, • • • , BSi+ASiaiai = 8 are all roots, yielding i(ft j)=t(BSit j)

+Ae,aioijt tiBSi, j)=t(B, j)-Af),a.5ij = ti8', j)-AP>iai'8ii = t(B'S^, j) by the
same reasoning, l^i, j^r. Therefore (ftS,-)' = 8'Sai, l^i^r. An analogous

argument proves iBSi)' =8'Sa'i if ^4^,a.<0. Thus Lemma 3 is proved.

Lemma 4. Le< //ze notations be as in Lemma 3. Then if ft, • • • , ft is any

fundamental system of roots for 2 relative to §, and if ft', • • • , ft' are their

images under the mapping 8~^B', then ft', • • • , ft' is a fundamental system of

roots for'jffl relative to ft, and A$. , p. =Api$jfor alii, j. Conversely, if ft', • • • , ft'

is a fundamental system relative to ft, then the preimages ft, • • • , ft constitute

a fundamental system relative to §, and A^i,ai = A^. ,3. /or aW i,j.

Proof. By the symmetry with its inverse of the mapping 8—>B', and by

(4) of Lemma 3, it is enough to show that if ft, • ■ ■ , ft is a fundamental

system, then so is ft', • • • , ft'. Now if ft, • • • , ft is fundamental, then by

Lemma 1 every nonzero root 8 relative to § occurs either in a chain of roots

ft-!, ft.+ft-j, • • • . fti+ • ■ ■ +Pi, = B or in a chain   -Biv   -ft^-ft.,, ■ ■ ■ ,
— ft-j— • • • — ft, = ft 1 ^ij^r. Since the images ft exhaust all roots relative

to St, it follows from (2) and (3) of Lemma 3 that every nonzero root ft

relative to St occurs either in a chain of roots ft , ft +ft , • • ■ , ft + • • • +B'lt

= B' or in a chain -&'_, -Bi-B'H, ■■■•,' -ft',- ■ ■ • -ft. = ft. Thus
ft', • • • , ft' spans $*, since the roots span St*. Next, ft, • • • , ft is inde-

composable and iApijj) is nonsingular; since .4^ ,0 =.4|ji,isj-, the same proper-

ties hold for ft', • • ■ , ft'. If ft- —(3/ were a root for some i^-j, then the pre-

image ft —ft- would be a root, contrary to assumption. Finally, let 5 be that

unique root relative to § such that no 5—ft is a root. Then no 5'— ft,

1 igtrgr, is a root relative to ft, and 5' is a root relative to ft with the same

property of minimality. If 7' were a second root relative to St such that no

7' —ft-  is a root, then no 7—ft would be a root, where 7 is the preimage of
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y'. By the uniqueness of 5, 7 = 5, and 7'= 5'. Thus the proof of Lemma 4 is

complete.

Lemma 5. With the notations of Lemmas 2 and 3, the mappings 8^8' and

Sai—>Sa. define an isomorphism of the Weyl group SB relative to § (generated by

the Sai), regarded as a transformation group on the roots relative to !q, onto the

Weyl group SB' relative to ft (generated by the Sa.), regarded as a transformation

group on the roots relative to ft. That is, the mapping Sa.-^Sa. can be uniquely

extended to an isomorphism r of SB onto SB' such that for every root 8 relative to

§ and for every SESB, (8S)' = 8'S\

Proof. From (5) of Lemma 3, (8Sa.)'=8'Sai for all roots 8- It follows that,

in general, (fiSatx • ■ ■ Saik)'=8'Sa'ti • • - S«.t for all 8 and for lg*ygr. Thus

if S„. • • • Saii = SaJi ■ ■ ■ Sajm theA 8'Sa'^ ■ ■ ■ Saik = 8'Sa'ji ■ ■ ■ Sa/m for all

roots 8' relative to ft, so that the mapping r: (5„/ ■ ■ • Saik)T=Sa. • • • Sa'ik

defines a homomorphism of SB onto SB'. By symmetry, the mapping

co: (Sa\ • ■ ■ Saik)" = Sai • ■ ■ Saik defines a homomorphism of SB' onto SB

such that tco is the identity on SB, cor the identity on SB'. Hence r is an

isomorphism with inverse co, and r is the only possible homomorphic exten-

sion to SB of the mapping Sai—*Sai'. By the above, we have (BS)' = 8'ST for all

roots 8 relative to !q and for all S£3B. This completes the proof.

Theorem 2. Let 8 be a simple Lie algebra of classical type over a field ft of

characteristic not 2 or 3. Let & be a standard Cartan subalgebra of 8 and

ai, ■ • ■ , ar a fundamental system of roots relative to §. Let SB be the group gen-

erated by the Sai- Then SB is independent of the particular fundamental system

ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar chosen, and if Bi, • • • , 8, is a second fundamental system relative

to §, then s = r and there is a unique SE SB such that 81, • ■ • , 8r is a permuta-

tion of aiS, ■ ■ ■ , arS. For every 5£SB, aiS, • • • , arS is a fundamental system

relative to §.

Proof. First let 8 be a simple Lie algebra over an algebraically closed field

of characteristic zero. It should first be noted that our notion of fundamental

system of roots then coincides with the traditional notion of a fundamental

system, namely, a linearly independent set of roots such that every root is a

linear combination of this set with nonpositive integral coefficients or a linear

combination of this set with non-negative integral coefficients. For by Lemma

24 of (C), a fundamental system in the sense of (C) is a basis for £>* if the

base field is of characteristic zero, and in this case every root is either a non-

negative or nonpositive integral combination of the system by Lemma 1

above. Conversely, if ft is algebraically closed of characteristic zero and if

ai, • • ■ , ar is a fundamental system for 8 in the traditional sense, then the

matrix (ai(h/)) = (.4,-y 1) is known to be indecomposable and nonsingular

(see [5; 6; 16]), and a\, • ■ • , ar spans $* by definition. Since ft is of char-

acteristic zero, and since there are only finitely many roots relative to §,
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no string of roots ft B — a^, ■ • ■ ,B—a*,—«»,— • ■ • — ait, ■ ■ • can continue

indefinitely. Hence there must be a root 5 such that no 5—a,- is a root. But

then 5 is the highest weight of the adjoint representation of 8 on itself relative

to the fundamental system — ai, —a2, ■ • ■ , —aT (in the traditional sense).

Since this representation is irreducible by the simplicity of 2, no other weight

(root, in this case) y can have the property that no 7— a< is a root (see

[1; 16; 18]). Thus the two senses of fundamental system are equivalent for 2.

Let A be a linear function on £> such that A (A,-) = *»,•• 1, where the tw,-,

1 ̂ igr, are distinct positive integers. Then there is an irreducible represen-

tation of 2 with highest weight A (relative to «i, • • • , aT; see [l; 8; 16; 18]

for the results on representations used in this paragraph). Since each 5GSB

is linear, nonsingular, and permutes the roots, it follows that aiS, • • • , arS

is a fundamental system for each SGSB. Conversely, if ft, • • • , ft is a

fundamental system, then s = dim § = r, and our irreducible representation

of 2 has a unique highest weight M relative to ft, • • • , ft. Then M is an ex-

treme weight in the sense of §4 of [l], from which it follows that there is an

5G2B such that M5=A. Now M5 = A is the highest weight relative to

ft5, • • • , ftS. If 7=ftS is not a positive root (relative to ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar) for

somei, then7= YLniai' ni integers =0, some «y<0. Let hE [L-yLy],yih) =2.

Then h= ZpA;> Pi€5- From akih) = 2(a*, 7)(7, 7)~\ where the scalar prod-

uct is that induced on $* by the Killing form on §, we obtain

<*kih) = Z PjAkj = 2(7, 7)-1 Z nii<*k, aj)
i i

= (7, 7)_1 Z »/(«* <*j)Aks, 1 ^ k = r.

By the nonsingularity of the matrix (.4*/), py = (7, y)~1iai, «y)wy, 1 ̂ j^r, and

for all roots a, (a, a) is known to be a positive rational number (identifying

the rationals under the only possible isomorphism with the prime field of 3)

[16]. From 0^2(A, 7)(7, 7)~1=A(ft) = Zi P;Wy, we have Zj %";(«;. «i) ^°-
But all rwy>0 and all (ay, ay) >0, so that ^Zy my«y(ay, aj) <0, a contradiction.

It follows that each ftS is a positive root with respect to ai, ■ • ■ , ar, and

conversely each at is positive with respect to ftS, • • • , ftS. An elementary

argument shows that this is impossible unless BiS, ■ ■ ■ , ft5 is a permutation

of ai, • • • , a,. Thus every fundamental system is an image of ai, ■ • ■ , ar

under SB. If 5G2B permutes ai, • • • , aT, then AS = A is the highest weight

relative to aiS, ■ • • , arS and if a,-5 = at<„ cp a permutation of (1, • • • , r),

we have A5(fc,>) =A(fc<), all *, or A(hi4>) =A(A,), all i. Since all A(Aj) are dis-
tinct, vp = i for all i, and 5 is the identity. The uniqueness assertion of the

theorem now follows in this case.

(The referee has pointed out that in case % is the complex field, a proof

of the assertions of the theorem which is independent of some of the results

essential to the argument above has been given by Satake [20 ]. For the next

part of the proof one can take the field @ to be the complex field and can ap-
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ply Satake's result instead of the above.)

Now let 8, ft, §, ai, ■ • • , ar, SB, and p\, • • ■ , 8, be as in the statement

of the theorem. Then there is a simple Lie algebra 9Jc over an algebraically

closed field (g of characteristic zero with standard Cartan subalgebra ft and

fundamental system of roots <x{, ■ ■ ■ , a' relative to ft such that Aa(,a'

= Aai,aj, 1 £i,jZHr (see Theorem 6 of (C) and, for example, [5; 8; 19]). Let

SB' be the Weyl group of ffl relative to ft (generated by the S'/). Let the

correspondence 0—>/3' and the isomorphism r of SB onto SB' be as in Lemmas

3-5.
If 8 is any root relative to ^> (07*0) and y is any other root, then ySp

=y-Ay,fd. We wish to show S/jGSB. But y'S^=-y'-Ay. ,^0'_ = y'-Ay<fi0'
and Stf'GSB' by our earlier remarks based on [16]. If T=S* , then (yT)'

= y'TT = y'S,3'=y'—Ay,:s8', so that yT—y—Ay,;a8 = ySi3 for all roots 7. Thus

Sff= TGSB, and S^Sp'. It follows that SB is independent of the fundamental

system a.\, • • • , ar used in its generation. If p\, • • • , 8, is a second funda-

mental system relative to §, then by Lemma 4, B{, • ■ • , 81 is a fundamental

system relative to ft. Hence r = j by the results at characteristic zero, and

there is a unique t7€E3B' such that 0{ , ■ ■ ■ , 0! is a permutation of

a{U, ■ ■ ■ , a'r U. Let S= f/^'GSB. Then (aiS)'='alST=ai U, l=i^r, and

(aiS)', ■ ■ ■ , (aTS)' is a permutation of B{, ■ ■ ■ , Bi. Hence aiS, • ■ ■ , arS

is a permutation of ft, • • • , j3r. If aiT, ■ ■ ■ , arT is also a permutation of

0i, • • • , Br, where T£SB, then (aiT)', ■ ■ • , (ctrT)' is a permutation of

Bi , • • • > 0r, i.e., a{ Tr, ■ • ■ , a/ TT is a permutation of 0{, • • • , 0}. Hence

T*= U = S\ and T=S. Finally if 5£3B, then S'GSB', and a{ST, • • • , a'r 5T
is a fundamental system relative to ft. That is, (aiS)', • • • , (<xrS)' is a funda-

mental system relative to ft. By Lemma 4, aiS, • • • , ar5 is a fundamental

system relative to .£>, and the proof of Theorem 2 is complete.

III. Automorphisms mapping a Cartan subalgebra into itself. Let 8 be

simple, $ a standard Cartan subalgebra, «i, • • - , ar a fundamental system

of roots relative to !q. Let h{ be as before, i.e., &,-£ [8ai8_a,], aj(fe,) = 2,

1 =i = r, and let ea<E80i, «_„;£?-„;, with [e-aieai]= ht. Let Of^GSo for each

of the remaining roots 8- Then the A, span §, and the A, together with all the

ea span 8 ((C), (xii) and Lemma 23). Also if a^ —7, we have [eaey] = Na,yea+y,

where Na,yEft, Na.i^O if and only if a+7 is a root ((C), (xii) and (xiii)).

Let X^O be an element of ft, Dj = ad(e„,-). We compute the effect of the

automorphism A{(X) =exp (XDA on ^>.

Now & has a basis consisting of ht and a set of vectors h such that at(h) = 0.

For the latter, we have hDi=[heai]= —cti(h)eai = 0, so that hAt(X)=h if

<*,-(*) =0. Also, hiDi=[hieai]=—cci(hi)ea(=—2ea., and fetZ>i = — 2[eaieai] = 0.

Hence hiAi(X) = hi — 2Xeai. Further, we note that eaiAi(X) =eai, and that

X2
, . e-aiAi(X) = «_„,. + X[e_a,.e„,] + — [[e-^cjcj

= <?_„,. + Xhi — X2eai.
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Next let Biip) =exp (p ad(e_a,.)), pE%. Then if a^/f) =0, hAi(X)Bi(p)=h

as before. Also

Mi(X).Bt-(M) = (hi - 2Xeai)Bi(p)

= h(Bi(p) - 2XeaiBt(p)

= /*, + 2pe-ai — 2Xeai + 2Xpht + 2Xp2e-ai

= 2p(l + Xp)e-ai + (1 + 2Xp)hi — 2Xeai.

In particular, hiAi(\)Bii— X-1) = — hi — 2\eai, and

(6) hAi^Bii-X-^AiiX) = h if «,-(&) = 0;

(7) A,-yl,(X)/i,(-X-1)4I(X) = - hi + 2Xeai - 2Xeai = - In.

Thus 7\X, i) =Ai(X)Bii—\-1)AiiX.) is an invariant automorphism r mapping

§ onto itself, with hr = hii aiih) — 0, and with htr = — hi. If a is any root rela-

tive to £>, aT is defined by aT{fir) =a(h) for all hE&- Since §t = £>, aT is also

a root relative to &, with aT{h) = aQi) if a,-(^)=0 and with arQii) = — aihi). If

a,-(/?) =0, we have iaSi)ih) = ia — aihi)ai)ih) =a(fe)i and we also have (a5,-)(fel)

= a(/?;) —aihi)aiihi) =a(/?,-) — 2a{hi) = —aihi). Thus ar = a5,- for all roots a.

Now let cr be any automorphism of 8 mapping § onto ^p. Then

a\, ■ ■ ■ , a"r is a fundamental system of roots relative to ^<r = § by Theorem

1. Therefore, by Theorem 2, there is a unique 5G9B such that aiS, • • • , arS

is a permutation of a", ■ ■ ■ , a°. If 5 = 5,j • • • S{k, where Sij = Saij, 1 ̂ ij^r,

and if Xtj, 1 ̂ ij^r, are nonzero elements of %, let t = T(Kiv ii) • • ■ T(Xih, iK).

Then t is an invariant automorphism of 8 mapping § onto !q, and aT = aS for

all roots a. Thus a[, ■ ■ ■ , aj are a permutation of a^, • • ■ ,a"r, and a?7 , ■ • • ,

a" is a fundamental system which is a permutation of ai, ■ • • , ar. In

addition, it follows from Theorem 1 that if ft = a'T  , l^i^r, then ApitBj

= A,.,„,■, 1 ^', .7^?"• Thus we have proved the following theorem:

Theorem 3. Let 2 be a simple Lie algebra of classical type, § a standard

Cartan subalgebra, ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar a fundamental system of roots relative to §. Let

cr be an automorphism of 8 such that §cr = ^. Then there is an invariant auto-

morphism t of 2 such that £>r = §, and such that if Bi = a°T , l^i^r, then

ft-, • • • , Br is a permutation of au ■ ■ ■ , a„ with Agi^j = A„i,aj, l^i,j^r.

Next let ai, • ■ ■ , ar and ft, • • • , ft be as in Theorem 3, with ft = a,>,

«AG2r, the symmetric group on r letters. Then Ai^,^ = Aa, 1 ̂ i,j^r. That is,

the matrix with A^,^ as the entry in the ith row and jth column is the matrix

(An), or the Schlafli diagram of the (ordered) system aH, ■ ■ ■ , ar^ is the

same as that of ai, • • • , ar. Thus a,-—»a,-$ effects a symmetry of this diagram

(or of the corresponding matrix). (The diagrams by themselves do not dis-

play completely the matrices (A if); in case a triple or double line is included,

one must also consider the integers corresponding to its pair of endpoints.)

Examination of the matrices of Table 2 of [6] (see note below), or of the
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diagrams of (C), shows immediately that i = i<p for all i except in case

ai, • ■ ■ , a, is of one of the types Ar (r = 2), Dr (r^4), £6- If flti, ■ • • , aT is of

type AT, and is labeled as in [6] or in (C), we have either i<p = i for all i, or

i<p = r + l—i for alH. Similarly, if ax, ■ ■ ■ , aT is of type Dr (r = 5), then either

iq> = i for alH, or i<p = i for alH^r — 2, and (r— l)<b = r, r<p = r— 1. If ai, ■ ■ ■ , a6

is of type E6, then either i<p = i for all i, or 6c6 = 6 and i<b = 6—i, l^i^5. If

ai, • • ■ , a4 is of type Dit then 2c6 = 2, and lc&, 3(j>, 4c& may be any one of the

six possible permutations of 1, 3, 4.

Note. In Table 2 of [6], we have An = g" for all i, j in all cases except the

following: In Bn, Anj = gni/2, l^j^n;in C„, Aij = gi>/2, lgigw-1, lgj^w;

in Gt, A2j = gii/3, j=\, 2; in FA, Aij = gii/2, l^j^4, i = 3, 4. The inverse
matrix (Bn) to (An) coincides with Dynkin's matrix (gap) except as follows:

In Bn, Bin = 2gin, l^i^n; in Cn, Bn = 2gn, l^i^n, I^/^m-1; in G2, Bi2

= 3gi2, i=l, 2; in Ft, Bij = 2gij, l^g4,j = 3, 4.
In any case, we have eaio-T~1=piel9i and e^aiar~x = vie-.0i, l^i^r, where

Pi^O, Vi9^0. [e_aieai]o'T~x = hiO-T~x and

ctitOhaT*1) = aiOT~x(hiOT~x) = ai(hi) = 2.

Moreover

[e-aieat]o-T-x = [e-aioT-x, eaior-1] = mAe-p^] E [8-^8^].

Hence

[e_a,ca,]<rr_I = &,> = [fi-^epj = ViPiie-p&i],

vtpi=\, Vi=pl1. Thus we see that co = aT~' is completely determined on the

e_„; by the nonzero scalars pi, ■ ■ ■ , pr. Since the eai and the e_ai generate 8

(by Lemma 1 above, (xii), (xiii) and Lemma 23 of (C)), co is completely deter-

mined on 8 by the nonzero scalars pi, ■ ■ ■ , pr. Summarizing, we have:

Lemma 6. Let co be an automorphism mapping & onto § and such that

a" = ai4„ 1 ^i^r, where c6£Sr. Then co is completely determined by the permuta-

tion <b and the scalars pi, ■ • ■ , pr.

IV. Automorphisms leaving a Cartan subalgebra fixed. We begin by in-

vestigating more closely the invariant automorphisms t=T(X, i) for A 5^0.

We have

eair = eaiBi(-X-x)A,(X) = (eai + X"1*, - \-*e-ai) Af(\)

(8)
= eai + X xhi — 2eai — X 2e~ai — X 1hi + eai = — X 2e_a.,

e-atr = (e-ai + Xh, - \'eai)Bt(-X-x)At(\)

(9) = (e-ai + Xhi - 2e_„, - X2ea, - Xh{ + e-„,)A,{X)

= - \*eaiAi(\) = - XV„,.
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Let B be a root, j3^ +ait B — ai not a root, (8+a,- a root.

Case 1. Ap,ai=—\. Here e$r belongs to the root ft = ftS,- = /S+a,-; (3 + 2aj

is not a root, and we have

ep = epA^Bii-X-^AiiX) = (e0 + XN!,«&+«,) B^-X'1) A t(X)

= (ee + XAr0,a,.e0+ay — Ar0,a,.Ar0+a,.,_a,.e0)^,(X)

= (1 - N$,aiN»+ai _„,)e0

+ X(l - N/),aiNl)+ai<-ai)Nl),aief)+ai + XN'a,aie»+ai.

Since e0TG80+ai, the coefficient l—Np,aiNp+a.,-ai of e$ must be zero; that is,

(10) Ne,aiNe+ai,-ai = 1,

and

(11) «0T = XNff,aiep+ai.

Case 2. -40,„4= —2. Here egr belongs to ftS,- = |8 + 2a,-, j8 + 3a,- is not a root,

and

/ X2 \
^r = ( «0 + XNp^ep+ai -\-Ar0,<»iA7'0+a,-,aie0+2<,iJ51-(-X l)Ai(X)

/ X2
= I e0 + XA7'0,ai.e0+„,. — Ng,aiN0+ai,-aieg + — 2V0,«i.iV0+<,i,a<e0+saj

X
— —-■ A^0,<,iA70+a,. ,aiNff+2ai ,—aiep+ai

+   — Ar0,„liV0+ai,aiAr0+2„l.,-aiAr0+a,-,_aie0J ^i(X).

The coefficient of c?0 in cyr, when the latter is written as a linear combination

of root vectors, will be the same as that in e^Aii\)Bi(— X_1)> namely

1
(12) 1 — Np,aiNp+ai,-ai + —— N p,aiNp+ai,aiN $+2ai,-aiNp+ai,-a-,

2 [2

and therefore this will be zero. Therefore

C0T   =   (XAVaJl  — — Ar0+«,-,a,Ar^+2a,-,-al-Je0+ai

X2 \
+ — Nf,,aiNf,+ai,aiefi+2aiJ At(X).

But now, as above, the coefficient of ep+ai in this expression must be zero, i.e.
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(13) A^+a.^AV^,^ = 2.

From the fact that (12) is zero, we now conclude, using (13),

(14) A^.AW-*; = 2,

and epr is (X2/2\)Nf,,aiN!3+ai.aie:3+iaiAi(X); that is,

X2
(15) e/}T   =   — Ar^,aiAr3+ai,a,e/3+2ai.

Case 3. A$,ai = —3. Here e$r belongs to j3-r-3a,-, 0+4at is not a root, and

/ X2
epr = I ep + XNp.aiep+ai + — N'is,aiNff+ai,aiefi+tai

Xs \
+   TT ^,al^+c-.aiArj3+2ai,aie^+3aiJ £,-( - X)~M i(X)

= ( «a + XNf,aie/,+ai — Ng^Np+Hi,-aiep

X2 X
+   — N 0 ,aiNp+a^aiep+lai   —   — Np.aiNp + ai.a-Np+iai.-otiep+a

1
+ —r Np,aiNli+aiiaiNii+2ai,-aiNl)+ai,-c,..ei)

IV

X3

X2
~   TT Np.aiNp+ai.aiNp+iai.aiNp+Za^-aiep+ia,

X
+ N$,aiNli+cii.aiN.B+2ai,aiN0+3ai,-aiNp+2ai,-aie.B+a

1 \
— —~ N»,aiNpt-aitaiNi3+2ai,atNrs+3ait-aiNts+2ai^aiNff+ni-aieiij A,(X).

As in Cases 1 and 2, we find from observing in turn that the coefficients of

ep, e0+ai, ep+2ai in epr, hence in e$Ai(X)Bi(— X~x), must be zero, that

(16) Np+iai.aiNfi+lai.-cti   =   3,

(17) Np+ai,aiNi,+2ai,-ai = 4,

(18) Np^Nf+a,,^ = 3,

and finally thai

X3
(19) e$T  =   — Ar(!,a,.'V^+a;,a,iVs+2a,.aie^l.3a...
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Now let 7?^ +a,- be a root such that 7+a< is not a root. If 7— a< is not

a root, then eyT — eyT(X, i) = ey. Otherwise, we have three cases:

Case 1'. Ay,ai=l- Here y7 = y—ai, eyrE2y-ai, y — 2ai is not a root, and

eyr = e7^i(X)5!(-X-I)^.(X) = eyBii-X-^Aifr)

= (ey — X-1Ny,-aiey-ai)Ai(X)

= - \-1Ny.-aiey-ai + (1 - Ny,-aiNy-ai,a,)ey.

As in Case 1, we have

(20) Ny,-aiNy-a„ai = 1,

and

(21) eyr = — X-1Ny,-atey-ai.

Case 2'. ^4T,a,- = 2. The procedures established in the preceding cases yield

(22) Ay—aii—ail\y—2a;,ai   =   2,

(23) Ny,-aiN7-ai,ai = 2,

and

X"2
\£^) eyT i\ y i—a-i\ y—a-t—a^ey—2a^.

Case 3'. Ay,ai = 3. As in previous cases, we find

(25) Ny-2aiJ-aiNy—3ai,a< — 3,

(26) Ny-ai,-aiNy-2ai,ai = 4,

(27) Ny,-aiNy-ai,ai = 3,

and
-X~3

(28) eyr = -Ny,-aiNy-ai,-aiNy-2ai,-aiey-3ai.

In particular, the primed cases apply when 8 is as in Cases 1, 2, 3

and y = 8Si = B — A{s,aiai. Then Ay,ai = A&,ai — Ap,aiAai,ai = Ap,ai — 2A^,ai

= — .4.0,a;. Thus if 8 is as in Case 1, 2, 3, then 7 = ftS, is as in Case 1', 2', 3',

respectively, and the Equations (20), (22), (23), (25), (26), (27) are corollaries

of the respective Equations (10), (14), (13), (18), (17), (16).

Now let co= U(X, i) = F(X, i)T( — l, i). Then if a,(A) = 0, we have hco = h,

and fe,<o= — hiT( — 1, i)=h{. Thus w is the identity on §. Moreover, a"

= (aS,-)S,=aS2 = a for all roots a. By Lemma 6, co is completely determined

by its effect on the eaj, 1 ^j^r. By (8) and (9), we have

eaw = eaiT(X, i)T(-l, i) = - X-2e_«,.r(-l, i) = X~2eai:

ea,co = X~2eai = X_jl'<ea,-.
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If 8^ +oa, and if 0— at is not a root, we have:

For Ae,ai = 0:

(30) e$w = eg = X~AP,*ie.3

by the remark following (19).

For A,3,ai= — 1:

epw = XNj},aier3+UiT(— 1, t) = XAT0,aiNp+oli,-aiep = Xe^,

by (11), (21), and (10). Thus

(31) e^co = Xe$ = X~A0,aiep.

For Ap,ai= —2:

epiC   =   — A/'3,a,A^+ai,a,C/3+2aj7,(—1, t)

X2

by (15) and (24). Now, applying (13) and (14), we have

(32) e^co = X2ep = X~AP,atep.

For Ap,ai= — 3:

X3
epw = — Np,aiNp+ai,aiNp+2ai,aiep+3aiT(— 1, i)

X3
—   —TT  ^fi.aiNfi+ai,aiNp+iai.aiNp+3ai,-aiNi3+iail-aiNfi+ai,-aieff,

6 !"

by (19) and (28). Using (16), (17), and (18), we obtain

(33) epw = Xze$ = X~A0,«iep.

From (29)-(33), we see that for all j, 1 ̂ j^r,

(34) eaju = X~Ai'e„}.

Now if Xi, • • • , Xr are nonzero elements of ft, and if n= U(Xi, 1) • • •

U(Xr, r), we have hn = h for all hE&, and

(35) M-.(n^)^. 1^/^r.

The determinant <i= |^4«| has been seen in (C) (Lemma 11) to be r + l, if

ai, ■ • - ,ar is of type ^4 r; 2, if ai, • ■ • ,arisof type Br, C,or E7;4, iiai, ■ ■ ■ ,aT

is of type Dr; 3, if ai, - ■ - , ar is of type E6; 1, if ai, • • • , ar is of type G2, Fi

or £8. Hence there are rational integers Bik, 1 ̂ i, k^r, (which can be found
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from Table 2 of [6]), such that

r r

Z AjiBik = hjkd = Z BjiAik,
1=1 i-l

1 £/, k^r. Thus if X,-= n*-i PrX (35) becomes

e«iV = III II Pk     )       eaj

= (iiiipiuB'k)eai

(36) V " " '

= (niip^)^ = (iipP^)^
\ 4=1 ,=1 / \ k=l /

= ( II Pk" ) eaj = pye„y, 1 ^ j ^ r.

If cr is any automorphism of 8 such that !qct = !q and such that a] — aj, we

have seen in Lemma 6 that ho = h for all hE&, and that cr is completely de-

termined by the scalars py^O such that eajo-=pjeaj, 1 ^j^r. But if each py is

a cith power in g, say My = Py> 1 ̂ J^r, and if we set

(37) X,- = fl p~kBik, l^i^r,
k—l

and t/= U(\i, 1) • • • U(\r, 1), then we see by (36) that n is an invariant auto-

morphism which coincides with cr on ^ and on eav ■ ■ ■ , ear. Consequently

cr = 77 is an invariant automorphism. We have thus proved the following:

Theorem 4. Let 2 be a simple Lie algebra of classical type, § a standard

Cartan subalgebra. Let ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar be a fundamental system of roots relative to

§ with matrix (A^) having as determinant the natural number d. Let a be an

automorphism of 2 such that ^pcr = § and a" = ai, l^i^r. Suppose further that

eaia=pieai, l^i^r, where each pt is a dth power in r5- Then a is an invariant

automorphism, and an explicit expression for a may be found by the fact that

cr = rj, where t] is constructed as in (37), with the i/(X,-, i) as defined above.

Corollary 1. Let % be algebraically closed, and let 2, § and ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar

be as in the statement of Theorem 4. Let cr be any automorphism of 2 such

that tQo- = !£> and «j =a,-, l^i^r. Then a is an invariant automorphism. More-

over, if p,, ■ ■ ■ , pr are any nonzero scalars and eai any nonzero elements of

8«,., l^i^r, there is an invariant automorphism n such that hr\ = h for all

hE& and eair\=pieai, l^i^r.

Corollary 2. Let 2, §, ai, • • • , ar be as in the statement of Theorem 4, and

suppose that 2 (or ai, ■ ■ ■ , ar) is of one of the types G2, Ft, E%. Let cr be any
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automorphism of 8 such that §o- = & and a" = ai, l^i = r. Then a is an invariant

automorphism; in fact, the condition «[ = a, can be omitted from the hypotheses

without changing the conclusion.

Proof. In these three cases, d= 1; here ft contains dth roots of all elements.

Thus the first part of the corollary follows from Theorem 4. If §<r = §, then

by Theorem 3, we have ^xtt~1 = $>, and the a" are a permutation of the

ait for some invariant automorphism r. By the remarks following Theorem 3,

this can only be the identity permutation in these cases. Hence or-1 is an

invariant automorphism by the first part of Corollary 2, and therefore a is

an invariant automorphism.

V. The algebraically closed case. Let 8, §, and ai, • • • , ar be as above,

and let the base field ft he algebraically closed. Let a he an automorphism of

8. Then by Theorem 1 there is an invariant automorphism t such that

§ot-1 = §. Then or-1 maps ct\, • ■ ■ , ar onto another fundamental system

with respect to §, and by Theorem 3 there is an invariant automorphism co

of 8 such that QaT~xu~x = Q and such that o-t_1co_1 permutes the system

ai, ■ ■ • , a,. Let <p he that permutation of the indices \, • • ■ , r such that

aiOT_1co_1 = a^, l^i^r. Let 0^eaiEiai, 1 ^i^r, and let eaio-T~1co~1=pieailj>

l^i^r. Then by Corollary 1, there is an invariant automorphism n such

that ^)o'T_1co_I7j""I = $ and such that eai n=pieaiit>, i^i^r, or pieai n~1 = eai ;

that is, eaio-T_1co_l77_1 = ea^, 1 5=igr. Thus <TT~1u~1n~1 is an automorphism of

8 mapping § onto £> and eai onto eaitt>, i%i=^r. If <p is the identity permuta-

tion, we see by Lemma 6 that o-r_1co-1r;-1 is the identity automorphism, and,

by III, this is necessarily the case unless 8 is of type Ar (r^.2), DT (r^4), or

E%. Thus o = t]UT is an invariant automorphism except in these cases, and we

have proved:

Theorem 5. Let ft be algebraically closed, and suppose that 8 is not of type

Ar (r§2), of type Dr (r^4) or of type Ee. Then every automorphism of 8 is an

invariant automorphism.

In general, let 3 be the group of invariant automorphisms, and consider

the automorphism OT"xco~1r]~1 mapping § onto § and eai onto eai , l^i^r.

Such an automorphism exists by the proof of Theorem 9 of [13] and is

unique by Lemma 6. Let us denote this automorphism by £($). Then

cr = f(<^)77cox£f(0)3. In case 8 is of type Ar (r^2), Dr (r^5), or Ee, there are

only two possible values for c6, consequently for f(c6); hence 3 is a subgroup

of index at most two in the full automorphism group 21. In case 8 is of type

Di, 3 is a subgroup of §1 of index at most 6. In any case, 8 is readily seen

to be a normal subgroup of SI. With the exception of the case where 8 is of

type £6, it is known that the indices are precisely 2 and 6, respectively, and

in case 8 is of type E8, the results in the complex case indicate that the index

is 2. The author proposes to elaborate on the results for the individual simple
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algebras in a sequel to this paper. Our results for the algebras not covered by

Theorem 5 are as follows:

Theorem 6. If % is algebraically closed and if 8 is of type Ar (r^2) or of

type Dr (r^5), then the invariant automorphisms form a subgroup of index 2

in the full automorphism group. If 2 is of type Dit the invariant automorphisms

form a normal subgroup of index 6 in the full automorphism group, and the

quotient group is the symmetric group on three letters. If 2 is of type E$, the indi-

cated index is 2.
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